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SPECIFIC COMMENTS TO AUTHORS
In their editorial manuscript »Liquid biopsy in colorectal cancer: no longer young, but

not yet old« the authors provide a very interesting and clinically oriented overview on

the subject of liquid biopsy concept in colorectal cancer. They nicely introduce the

clinical need for better molecular assessment of solid tumors based on the emerging

systemic therapies, which are highly dependent on the molecular characteristics of

tumors. Then they show the development of liquid biopsy concept with detection of

different compounds in peripheral blood, starting from circulating tumor cells,

circulating tumor DNA and exosomes. In the manuscript, they highlight the crucial

clinical scenarios where the liquid biopsy would be of great practical benefit- i.e. the

assessment of early cancer, detection of minimal residual disease in localized nodal

disease as well as drug effectiveness monitoring in metastatic disease. For all scenarios,

they also provide the available data from some of the so far performed clinical studies.

They fairly conclude with stating, that the liquid biopsy should not be regarded only as a

minimal invasive surrogate of conventional tissue biopsy but could in fact profoundly

change the treatment of cancer patients in the future.
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SPECIFIC COMMENTS TO AUTHORS
First, this manuscript is not the first letter or review about the application and future

scenarios of liquid biopsy in colorectal cancer. I have found some papers on PubMed. In

this case, this letter is lacking in novelty. Second, the letter only gave us a brief review of

the application and future scenarios of liquid biopsy in colorectal cancer. This

manuscript did not bring us some unique perspective of liquid biopsy in CRC. Third, I

have checked other letters published in this Journal previously, maybe the format of this

letter is not correct. This letter is lacking in abstract and keywords, please revise it.
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